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 Zoom is another module: it is a JavaScript library for creating and maintaining browser's zoom functionality. The main features
are: auto zoom by mouse wheel and keyboard shortcuts. It is also used to set up groups for different user profiles. Haut (aka
Haut) is a Lightbox for PrestaShop. It is developed by Haut Team (Bazar Intérieur): the general concept of the website is to

offer an alternative to Bootstrap's Lightbox feature. Mastura is a module for PrestaShop that allows user to log in. Talirum is a
module for PrestaShop for order processing, queue management, execution status monitoring. Fama is a module for PrestaShop

that allows user to monitor the theme, data, CSS, JS, configuration and plugin files. RedEch is a module for PrestaShop that
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allows user to manage the SSL certificate. Tandem is a module for PrestaShop that allows user to create background process
management. Mulolo is a module for PrestaShop that allows user to manage transactions. Trirand is a module for PrestaShop

that allows user to manage the uploaded images. PrestaShop Developer Tools There is a large list of resources used for
development, testing, debugging, the image gallery, PDF support, etc. PrestaShop Developer Tools is organized in 4 groups: php

For people who work on the core, JavaScript, CSS, etc. PrestaShop Developer Tools have been upgraded in the last few
releases: some of them were removed (phpDoc), while others were added (phpBrowser, phpUnit, PHPunit). admin For people
who work on the core, JavaScript, CSS, etc. PrestaShop Developer Tools have been upgraded in the last few releases: some of
them were removed (Search Admin, tree_search), while others were added (history_filter, print_admin, print_icon, qr_code,
switcher, wordpress_icon, etc.). PrestaShop Theme Development PrestaShop Theme Development is another very wide and

deep topic. There are many guides, tutorials and books available, that are specifically oriented to this topic. The main tool of this
topic is Gutenberg (from WordPress). Plugins for PrestaShop PrestaShop has a very rich and stable plugin ecosystem. There are
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